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ABSTRACT

Human operator simulation models can play an important information role in the allocation of
functions in person-machine systems. A prototype simulation model system developed at ORNL
is described in which a human operator model (INTEROPS) and a nuclear power plant (NFP)
process model are dynamically integrated. INTEROPS is a cognitive/ performance simulation
model which is itself a dynamic integration of a SAINT task network model and a knowledge-
based subsystem which reasons with uncertainty. Potential contributions of INTEROPS to NPP
advanced control design are evaluated.

INTRODUCTION

An important aspect of the conceptual design
of advanced control systems for nuclear power
plants (NPP) is the allocation of functions
among system elements. A specific function
might ^e allocated, for example, to the reactor
operator, automatic control system (ACS), or an
operator/ACS team. A complete set of allocated
functions is referred to as an allocation
configuration.

Function Allocation Methodology

Several conceptual approaches have been
devised to aid the system designer in function
allocation. The "table of relative merit" or
comparative approach represented the first
systematic method of allocation. The Fitts list
and other derivatives (Kantowitz and Sorkin,
1987; Price, Maisano, and Van Cott, 1982; Price,
1985) enumerated generic functions be'^ suited
for machines or humans. For example, a high
machine-rated function would be "responding
quickly to control signals," whereas a typical
person-rated function is the "ability to
improvise and use flexible procedures." The
compensation approach relies upon the notion
that functions can be analyzed independently in
a domain-independent environment, without
considering the integrated system.

Since the first appearance of the Fitts
list, several procedural models of system design
have been formulated (Kantowitz & Sorkin, 1987;
Price, 1985; Rouse & Cody, 1986). These models
are generally systems approaches which consider
design and function allocation as an iterative
process. Perhaps the most durable procedural
model has been the hypothetical-deductive model
(Price, 1985; Pulliara et al., 1983). The first
step of the five-step procedure is design
preparation, and includes organization, require-
ments analysis, and documentation base planning.
Step 2 is functional analysis, where required
functions are identified at a conceptual level,
and then iteratively decomposed into sub-
functions, tasks, and elements. Step 3 involves

hypothesizing design solutions. Step 4 is test
and evaluation of the allocation configuration.
Step 5 is iteration of previous steps to
optimize and complete the system specification.

An alternative approach to function
allocation is described by Rouse and Cody
(1986). Their crew station design methodology
has three main stages: (1) initial design; (2)
design integration; and (3) final design.
During initial design, functional analysis is
followed by initial allocations using compara-
tive allocation methods. Estimates of human
performance and workload under the initial
allocation ar'2 then obtained using existing
human perfom.«nce data and models. The entire
design is evaluated for acceptability using the
criterion of available technology. The objec-
tive of design integration is to capitalize upon
existing relationships between postulated tasks
(identified through cluster analysis) in order
to design more integrated displays, controls, or
procedures to enhance performance or reduce
workload. The Integrated allocation configur-
ation is subjected to performance/workload pre-
dictions using performance data and models, or
part-task simulation. The final design upgrades
a complete static allocation to a dynamic task
allocation and is evaluated with computer
simulation models, part-task simulation, or
full-scale simulation.

Both function allocation methods described
above could profit from information provided by
operator simulation models in at least two dis-
tinct phases. The initial design (Rouse and
Cody, 1986), or step 3 (hypothetical solutions)
of the first design iteration (Price, 1985),
could benefit from supplemental data provid-d by
a simulation model under baseline conditions.
Baseline conditions are those "Alien minimize ACS
control and maximize human operator control
within limits imposed by technology or policy.
0ns would expect human performance quality to
decline and operator workload to peak under
baseline conditions, thereby revealing those
functions easily stressed under operator con-
trol. Baseline conditions in NFP control might



approximate the degree of operator involvement
•typical of older, conventional control rooms.

A second area where operator simulation
model input could aid function allocation is the
test and evaluation of the allocation config-
uration (step 4 in Price, 1985; evaluation at
all three design stages in Rouse and Cody,
1986). The advantage of using computer simula-
tion at this stage is its capability to rapidly
test and evaluate a large number of candidate
allocation configurations. The capability to
test unique allocation configurations also
liberates the design process from the assumption
of independence of functions.

Human Operator Model Languages

Several modeling languages have been
developed for parson-machine systems analysis
and could be useful as aids in the evaluation of
function allocations. A few of the options are
System Simulation (SYSSIM), the Human Operator
Simulator (HOS) , and System Analysis of
Integrated Networks of Tasks (SAINT). Price,
Haisano, and Van Cott (1982) provide an
excellent review of these modeling languages.
Other extant models have been highly successful
but are too specialized, and lack scope and
overall mission orientation (see Chubb,
Laughery, and Pritsker, 1P87, p. 1314).

MODEL DESCRIPTION

The Integrated Reactoi Operator/System
(INTEROPS) model is a cognitive/performance
model of the human operator developed at ORNL
which embraces the major cognitive abilities and
tasks required to operate a NPP. The simulation
model system (Figure 1) is actually a dynamic
integration of three independent modules: a con-
tinuous plant process model, a network model of
operator tasks, and a knowledge-based subsystem.
The operator model (INTEROPS) is distributed
between the network model and knowledge-based
subsystem. Thus, the modeling system simulates
the contributions of the major subsystems (plant
process, ACS, operator) to predict system (as
well as operator) performance.

Plant Process Simulation Model

INTEROPS is intended for use with any NPP
model; however, its present thrust is to support
the development of advanced control systems for
liquid metal reactors. The plant process model
selected for coupling with the INTEROPS
prototype is the Advanced Reactor Interactive
Engineering Simulation for PRISM (ARIES-P).
ARIES-P is a neutronics and thermohydraulics
code developed by General Electric in support of
the Power Reactor Inherently Safe Module (PRISM)
advanced liquid metal, modular plant concept.
The INTEROPS/ARIES-P interface represents the
first dynamic coupling of operator and NPP
process models.

PRISM is typical of a new generation of
reactor designs which are engineered according
to inherently safe principles. They rely mainly
upon passive, natural phenomena (e.g. gravity
and natural convection). In theory, inherently
safe designs are minimally vulnerable to mal-
function or operator er^or

Each of the reactor units (138 MWe) are shop
fabricated according to standardized design
principles, and then shipped to the power plant
site for installation. According to the PRISM
concept, a typical power station may contain up
to nine reactor modules grouped by threes into
functionallY independent power blocks. Each of
the three power blocks would have its own
turbine generator (Tippets et al., 1986).

It is predicted that the entire power
station could be operated by three reactor
operators and a shift supervisor. Each operator
would normally control the three reactors within
a single power block from a workstation. During
an off-normal event at one of the power blocks,
the operator could be assisted by the operators
of the remaining power blocks (assuming they
were functioning in a normal mode) and the shift
supervisor. The INTEROPS prototype has
simplified this scenario to consider only the
contributions of a single operator for a single
reactor module, thereby resulting in a
conservative analysis.

SAINT Task Network

System Analysis of Integrated Networks of
Tasks (SAINT) is a task-network simulation
modeling language which is useful in
representing functional flow diagrams (Chubb,
Laughery, and Pritsker, 1987). Flow through the
network can be simulated as an ordered sequence
of tasks or parallel operations. Branching can
be deterministic, probabilistic, or conditional.
SAINT is designed to provide a detailed
accounting of timing and sequencing of tasks.
The SAINT simulation language was selected for
prototype development because of the increased
flexibility and power provided by user-written
FORTRAN programs.

Individual nodes in the task network are
responsible for the timely accomplishment of
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major operator tasks such as normal planning,
monitoring, classification, failure detection,
fault diagnosis, procedure look-up, scheduling,
and task performance.

Knowledge-Based Subsystem

The operator task network accesses expertise
contained in a knowledge-based subsyster to per-
form such functions as fault diagnosis. Person-
al Consultant Plus (PC+), a LISP-based "expert
system shell" designed for expert consultation
in an interactive mode, was adapted to function
as a component in the simulation model system.

Dynamic Integration

The simulation model system is distributed
among multiple host computers and programming
languages. ARIES-P and the SAINT task network
are implemented on a Vax/VMS 8600 and are
written in FORTRAN. The knowledge-based module
resides on an IBM PC/AT-equAvalent machine and
is written in PC Scheme. File transfer between
modules is facilitated by the KERMIT utility.

In full interaction mode, INTEROPS receives
plant status information from ARIES-P at brief
regular intervals. When the task network model
calls for a new fault diagnosis, data are sent
by KERMIT to t^s knowledge-based module, which
processes the data and returns a diagnosis.
Actions selected by the task network model are
communicated to ARIES-P, which incorporates them
into the plant process. The ARIES-P and PC+
models execute at a much slower rate (the former
at one-half real time) than the SAINT model, so
that the task network hibernates at appropriate
break points until the slower processes "_."tch
up," allowing all three processes to execute in
concurrent time.

The INTEROPS prototype also operates in a
limited mode in which the SAINT model receives

information from ARIES-P, but cannot influence
plant process. In the limited mode, ARIES-P is
essentially an off-line process completely
contained within SAINT.

Descriptive Walk-Through

In the initial phase of INTEROFS develop-
ment , functional analysis was performed with the
use of IDEFg diagrammatic language (SofTech,
1981). High-level operator functions such as
monitoring, planning, diagnosis, procedure
identification, and scheduling were identified;
decomposition of these functions led to a
detailed analysis of required inputs, outputs,
and constraints.

Figure 2 shows the complete SAINT model
which accounts for timing, sequencing, and
branching within the task network. During
normal operation, the first four tasks (goal
formulation, subgoal identification, operating
state, and procedure lookup) represent prep-
arations for normal control action. Procedures
await scheduling in the procedure queue, and are
then decomposed into tasks in the task queue.
Tasks are assigned to supervisory control (allo-
cated to ACS) or manual control (allocated to
operator). The operator seeks to verify each
task performed by the ACS, and in same instances
will provide manual backup.

The monitor samples parameters according to
a dynamic priority queue. Parameter priorities
are increased by failure, use during fault
diagnosis, and need to verify during supervisory
control. Alarm onset may draw attention from a
parameter display or an inactive state. Quan-
titative parameter values are classified as
qualitative mental representations (e.g. normal,
upscale, downscale, increasing, and decreasing).
Trend qualities are constructed from rate time
histories. Mental representations are assigned
certainty factors which decay exponentially as a
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function of time to represent forgetting and
loss of confidence in a static value.

During upset/emergency conditions, whenever
a "cluster" of new evidence arrives, fault
diagnosis is initiated. Inferencing is accom-
plished on the basis of uncertain evidence and
uncertain production rules. Alarm patterns are
examined first to suggest fault candidates.
More detailed parameter analysis follows a
confirmation bias, i.e., only rules referencing
fault candidates are tried. Single or multiple
failure diagnoses are possible. If a new diag-
nosis is indicated, compensation procedure look-
up is scheduled immediately and the present pro-
cedure is preempted. Scheduling/action nodes are
the same for off-normal and normal operations.

The model provides for intentional sources
of error as well as mental/action slips. An
example of the former is an incomplete or
heuristic knowledge base. An action slip may
occur, for example, by forgetting to perform a
task mentioned in a procedure.

designs ensure against the defeat of engineered
safety features designed to compensate for
transients which threaten plant integrity by
removing the PPS from the opc.y.:.. control loop.
The operator is free to pursue event diagnosis,
verify PPS compensatory actions, and devise
innovative control strategies which may return
the plant to a normal state without sacrificing
availability, e.g., plant shutdown or turbine
generator trip. Therefore, function allocation
in the safety system takes the form of mutual
backup. This control system is actually best
described by the symmetric control model, where
operator and ACS jointly define a control
strategy by competing to preserve the safety
margin (the independent responsibilities of both
operator and ACS) and maximize availability
(operator responsibility).

In the framework of the symmetric control
model, which applies under upset/emergency
conditions, allocation criteria should address
the ability of the PPS to preserve the safety
margin independently of operator actions while

ALLOCATION PHILOSOPHY AND CRITERIA

Pulliam, Price, Bongarra, Sawyer, & Kisner
(1983) have identified several NPP control sys-
tems or allocation philosophies. In a symmetric
control model, operator and ACS compete for
control. Competition may be eliminated with the
use of an allocator, but it is problematic to
ensure coherence in an allocated control system.
A hierarchical control system would place the
operator in the outer loop where xhey may assume
direct control, allocate specific functions to
the ACS (in the inner control loop), or request
complete automation. If the latter option is
the normal or default choice, the operator role
becomes one of supervisory controller. (See
figure 3.)

Allocation philosophy in the NPP is strongly
influenced by safety concerns, and it is conven-
ient to define the control system independently
under normal and off-normal conditions. The
hierarchical control system may be an appropri-
ate model for NPP control in the normal mode of
operation. Two levels of automation of normal
operations have been proposed: task and proced-
ural. For example, at the task level the ACS
could perform a specific action during a normal
start-up sequence such as "primary pump align-
ment." The operator, as supervisory controller,
would be informed following task completion, and
conditionally permit the ACS to proceed to the
next start-op task. At the procedural level the
ACS would step through the entire sequence with-
out pausing for "permissives"; the operator
would be responsible for updating the mental
model of plant status.

The safety system includes two primary
control elements: operator and plant protection
system (PPS). Modern and advanced control room
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maintaining operator flexibility to construct
'innovative control strategies to maximize
availability. Several potential criteria pro-
vided by INTEROPS using Monte Carlo methods are:

(1) Response latency: can the operator perform
required compensatory actions in response to an
upset/emergency within a threshold time interval
(e.g. 15 min.)?

(2) Error profile: is the risk of either
intentional or unintentional operator error
unacceptably large?

(3) Cognitive workload: is peak or cumulative
workload unacceptably high or low?

(4) Performance quality: is the achieved control
path optimum (task sequencing)?

INTEROPS provides detailed predictions of
operator error and cognitive workload, and is
very sensitive to minor modification of the
allocation configuration. This sensitivity is
primarily due to dynamic integration of operator
and plant process models.

MODEL EVALUATION

Although INTEROPS presently exists only in
prototype form, it is a fairly comprehensive
simulation model of the operator. It possesses
sophisticated monitoring strategy, mental
representation of parameter values, knowledge
representation for fault diagnosis, elementary
scheduling capability, and ability to perform
simple discrete actions and supervisory control
tasks. Some of its present deficiencies include
exclusively procedure-oriented activity, lack of
intelligent control/schedulipg capability, and
inability to perform complex discrete-continuous
actions. Full-scale versions of INTEROPS are
planned which have more- °Jrtensive task libraries
and knowledge bases.

INTEROPS is very flexible as a tool for
function allocation. Any function can be
arbitrarily assigned to the operator or ACS
during initialization._. If it is labelled as an
operator task, it is ^ent to manual control for
performance. If it is specified as an ACS task,
the operator task becomes one of supervisory
control. However, ARIES-P is not reconfigurable
to allow simulation of arbitrary ACS
configurations. Therefore, the prototype
INTEROPS/ARIES-P system is limited in its
utility as a function allocation tool. Tc is
planned to obtain a plant process model capable
of variable ACS configurations, or to modify an
existing code for coupling with INTEROPS.

Operator simulation models have been
criticized because of lack of empirical data
needed for model validation. It is argued here
that a simulation model can be useful without
extensive human performance data. Sensitivity

analyses can provide valuable insight into
vulnerabilities of specific allocation config-
urations. Response surface gradients for a
sufficiently large parameter space may indicate
directions in which a specific allocation
configuration could be fine-tuned (procedures,
training, computer aids, displays, etc.) to
optimize performance. In many cases point esti-
mates are not required, and interval estimates
representing a broad range of individual differ-
ences among operators will suffice for purposes
of allocation of function.
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